Improved signal fidelity in 4-pulse DEER with Gaussian pulses.
The introduction of arbitrary waveform generator (AWG) technology and the availability of high power microwave amplifiers mark a "new era" in pulse EPR due to significant sensitivity improvements and the possibility to perform novel types of experiments. We present an optimized 4-pulse DEER setup that uses Gaussian observer pulses (GaussDEER) in connection with a Gaussian/shaped pump pulse. Gaussian pulses allow to experimentally remove the "2+1" pulse train ESE signal which is intrinsically present in any DEER experiment performed with rectangular pulses. Further signal improvements are obtained with shaped pump pulses, which can significantly increase the modulation depth of the DEER experiment due to their tailored excitation bandwidth. Although sequences like CP (Carr-Purcell) DEER offer advantages such as a prolongation of the dipolar evolution time, they suffer from post-processing of the time-domain data to remove artifacts. Therefore, it is worth having a 4-pulse DEER experiment free of residual "2+1" signal since this is still the main dipolar spectroscopic technique used in structural biology. In this work we focus on nitroxides, which are the spin probes primarily used in site-directed spin labeling studies of biomolecules, however, the advantages introduced by Gaussian pulses can be extended to any spin type.